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MORPHOLOGY KEY FOR CATEGORIZATION
FRAGMENT
Rigid edges
Irregular shapes (angular, subangular, rounded, sub-rounded)
Relatively Hard
Do not break easily when compressed

SPHERE
Perfectly spherical
Can be hemispheres (broken spheres)
No irregularities
Smooth, often shiny surface

PELLET
Flattened oval shape
Sometimes rectangular or cylindrical with a clear ‘machine cut’ edge
Larger in size than spheres (typically 3-5 mm)
Often clear, opaque or white in color

FIBER
Strand or string-like
Often equally thick throughout
Can change colour due to bleaching
Can be easily bent and twisted
Ends can be flat, pointed, or fraying
Resistant to breakage

FIBER BUNDLE
NOTE: tease apart and count individually if <20 fibers, or if bundle contains fibers/other
particles of different colours or textures when possible (without causing breakage)
>20 tightly wound individual fibers
Cannot be teased apart
Separation would cause breakage
Can consist of fibers of different colors

1mm

FOAM
Holes within the particle structure
Will bounce back when compressed
‘Cloud like’ appearance

FILM
Thin, flat, flexible sheets
Can fold or crease
Often partially or totally transparent
Does not break easily

NATURAL MATERIALS
SHELLS AND BONES
Very delicate and brittle
Can be crushed easily

Otolith

SALT
Breaks when touched
Can be crushed

SAND
COAL DUST & FLY ASH
Clear or brown
Black or grey
Hard
Easily crushed
May break sometimes

ALGAE & PLANT MATTER
Brown, green, opaque
Brittle
Breaks when touched

MICROSCOPIC ORGANISMS
Brown, green, opaque
Can be brittle or bounce back

Diatoms

Trichome

Copepod

GLASS SPHERES
Clear
Perfectly spherical
Will not break

SYNTHETIC FIBERS

CELLULOSIC FIBERS

Blunt or frayed ends

Branching, pointed or fine ends

Shiny or smooth surface, sometimes with
bubble-like spheres

Rough or uneven surface texture

Even width throughout

Uneven width throughout

Tensile structure

Spiny projections from main fiber body

COLOR KEY FOR CATEGORIZATION
We recognize that colors are
subjective. The purpose here is to
provide a guideline for being consistent:
We do not recommend
subcategorization, e.g. all shades of
blue are within one color category.
Clear: Transparent with no color

Brown
Black
White
Clear
Blue
Red
Green

White: Solid color i.e., not transparent

Pink

Multicolor: Only for use if the particle
consists of multiple colors, where one
color does not appear to be dominant.

Purple

Silver: shiny, reflective, metallic
surface. If the surface is matte in
appearance the particle should be
characterized as grey.
Gold: Same applies as for silver. If the
surface is matte the particle should be
characterized as yellow or orange.

Yellow
Orange
Grey
Multicolor
Silver
Gold

